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ACCESSORIES (continued)

CT150B

CT156B

CT157B

391/CF3918 & VX3916/VX3918

CT158

Deluxe Floor/Rug Tool

Hard Surface Floor Tool

Extra Wide Hard Surface Floor Tool

Turn & Twist Floor Brush

Moves from hard surface to carpet without 
adjustment. Front and rear wheels maintain 
air flow. Offers extra wide 11" of edge-to-edge 
cleaning. Black.

This 11-3/4" wide brush is ideal for hard 
flooring surfaces. Two rows of natural bristles 
pick up dust. Dual rubber wheels provide 
balance and even air flow. Swivel neck 
makes it easy to reach all surface areas.

This 14" wide brush cleans hard flooring 
surfaces. Two rows of natural bristles pick up 
dust. Dual rubber wheels provide balance 
and even air flow. Swivel neck makes it easy 
to reach all surface areas.

CT143B

Universal Dusting Brush

Elongated universal dusting brush will 
change the way you dust. Features gentle, 
soft nylon bristles. Black.

Two-ply electrostatically charged filter media 
captures particles down to .10 micron at 
85% efficiency. Set of three bags. Suggested 
replacement about twice a year.

Available in two sizes:

Model 391  
Six gallon bag – for use with CV350, CV352, 
CV353, CV400, CV450, CV653 and CV750.

Model CF3918 
Eight gallon bag – for CV850, suitable for 
CV400 and CV750.

Two-ply electrostatically charged media captures 
particles down to .10 microns at 85% efficiency.

Model VX3916* 
Six gallon bag with HEPA® filtration for VX475.

Model VX3918* 
Eight gallon bag with HEPA® filtration for 
VX550 and VX1000.

Model VX3918STD  
Eight gallon bag for VX550 and VX1000. 

* HEPA® filter media offers the ultimate with 99.97% filtration 
efficiency and superior air flow with minimum clogging.

This 13" wide brush is perfect for tile, marble, 
vinyl, laminate and hardwood floors. Our roller 
ball swivel design allows you to maneuver into 
tight spaces and corners and also rotates flat to 
easily reach under cabinets and furniture.

391 VX3918

CT140G

Standard Floor/Rug Tool

Wide 10-5/8" head. Pedal automatically adjusts 
as you move from hard surface to carpet and 
dual rear wheels ensure balance and even air 
flow. Fits onto all NuTone wands. Black.


